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About Golder

Renowned for technical excellence, Golder, a member of WSP, is a leading global specialised engineering and consulting organisation with over 60 years of successful service to its clients.

By joining forces with WSP in 2021, Golder is now part of a 14,000-person strong earth and environment practice, providing engineering, remediation, regulatory & compliance, design and environmental services on projects that span all seven continents.

Our professionals are driven by a passion to deliver results, offering unique specialised skills to address the ever-evolving challenges that earth, environment, and energy present to clients across the infrastructure, mining, oil & gas, manufacturing and power sectors.
Golder in Australia

Operating in Australia since 1972, we bring a wealth of local knowledge and experience to our clients’ projects, as well as an enthusiastic and energetic approach to all we do.

We deliver engineering and environmental services to a wide range of projects in the transport infrastructure, mining, oil and gas, power and manufacturing sectors. Our team of experts address our clients’ needs for geotechnical and structural engineering, from site investigation, to design and construction, utilising the latest digital engineering tools.

From renewable energy and waste to government and defence, we are working on environmental assessments, remediation, regulatory compliance, landfill design, permitting and environmental compliance to create resilient and sustainable outcomes aligned to our clients’ vision.

Our technical strengths are complemented by strong focus on putting our clients front and centre. We understand our clients’ commercial realities and help them meet their strategic goals through our work. As a winner of 32 Client Choice Awards, our client focus has been consistently recognised over many years.

Golder is committed to developing stronger connections with Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander communities and organisations, and to supporting employment opportunities in Australia. Our Reconciliation Action Plan formalises this commitment and provides a framework to help us bring it to life across our business operations.

With a national footprint spanning seven offices and three NATA accredited laboratories, we are ready to thrive on challenges in your next project.
Benefits of working with Golder

A member of WSP

As part of the WSP global network, Golder can offer multidisciplinary services across all market sectors including Transportation & Infrastructure, Property & Buildings, Earth & Environment, Mining & Power and Water. We can also provide strategic advisory, engagement and digital services. With approximately 54,000 talented people in 550 offices across 40 countries, of which 6,100 are located in Australia and New Zealand, we are uniquely positioned to deliver successful and sustainable projects that are future ready, wherever our clients need us.

Our commitment to sustainability

Golder is committed to promoting sustainable communities and responsible development by embedding the principles of sustainability into project planning, design, execution, and operation, and by delivering products and services for sustainable development. Moreover, we are committed to conducting our business and operations in a manner that has a positive impact on the communities in which we live and work. Our sustainability relies on using resources prudently, reducing our environmental footprint, and supporting a better quality of life for people around the world.

Our commitment to HSSE

At Golder we care about the health and safety of our people, our business partners and contractors, and our clients. Caring is quite simply at the core of our culture. We make it a priority every hour of the day to ensure our people are working and living in a way that keeps them, their families and their communities safe and healthy. We extend this caring to our contractors, vendors and clients in every project we undertake.
Services

Golder delivers the following consulting, design, construction and operations support services to our clients.

**Engineering**
- Construction, Material Engineering, Testing & Instrumentation
- Decommissioning & Demolition
- Foundations
- Ground Engineering
- Mine Waste Management
- Ground Investigations
- Rock & Soil Stability
- Tunneling & Shafts
- Waste Management

**Environmental**
- Atmospheric Services
- Environmental, Health & Safety & Industrial Hygiene
- ESIA, Permitting & Planning
- Human Health & Toxicology
- Investigation, Remediation & Reclamation
- Sustainability, Carbon & Climate

**Strategic Planning & Management**
- Digital Solutions
- Mergers & Acquisitions Due Diligence
- Mine Planning
- Mine Closure
- Program Management
- Risk Assessment & Decision Analysis

**Water**
- Coastal & Marine
- Dams & Hydropower
- Groundwater/Water Management
- Surface/Storm Water & Hydrology
- Water & Wastewater Treatment
Projects

Keeping Sydney Moving with WestConnex M8
Client – Sydney Motorway Corporation
▶ READ MORE

Overcoming Poor Ground Conditions to Deliver Brisbane Airport’s New Runway
Client – Brisbane Airport Corporation
▶ READ MORE

Golder Supports Major Expansion of Sydney’s Port Botany Container Port
Client – Sydney Ports Corporation
▶ READ MORE

Significantly Improving Safety and Travel Time by Removing a Level Crossing in Melbourne
Client – SEPA
▶ READ MORE
Projects

Enabling Development Approval and Design for a Pumped Hydro Project in South Australia
Client – Altura Group
» READ MORE

Assessment and Remediation of a Former Explosives Manufacturing Site in Australia
Client – Orica
» READ MORE

Overcoming Challenging Soil Conditions to Safely Deliver a New Brisbane International Cruise Terminal
Client – Port of Brisbane
» READ MORE

Supporting the Development of Perth’s Rail Network
Client – Public Transport Authority (PTA)
» READ MORE
We thrive on challenges

golder.com
Find an office near you